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Abstract--In addition to the day-ahead congestion management 
in distribution networks, the real-time congestion management is 
very important because many unforeseen events can occur at the 
real operation time, e.g. loss of generation of distributed energy 
resources (DERs) or inaccurate forecast of energy consumption or 
production. Flexibility service from demand will be a good option 
to solve the real-time congestions if the cost of activating the 
flexibility service is fully addressed. This paper proposes a new 
method, namely “swap”, to employ the flexibility service from 
electric vehicles (EVs) and heat pumps (HPs) for real time con-
gestion management. The swap method can maintain the power 
balance of the system and avoid the imbalance cost of activating 
the flexibility service. An algorithm for forming swaps through 
optimal power flow (OPF) and mixed integer linear programming 
(MILP) is proposed to implement the swap method. Case studies 
were carried out to validate the efficacy of the proposed swap 
method for real time congestion management and the proposed 
algorithm for forming swaps. The settlement process for the 
swaps in different markets is analyzed. 
 

Index Terms-- Congestion management, distributed energy 
resources (DERs), distribution system operator (DSO), electric 
vehicles (EVs), flexibility service, heat pumps (HPs). 

NOMENCLATURE 

Parameters 

  set of the nodes in the distribution network 

1  set of the load points in 1S  

2  set of the load points in 2S  

  set of allowed swaps 
*  set of selected swaps from   
  set of overall planning periods 

*  set of selected periods from  for forming swaps 
D  power transfer distribution factor (PTDF) 
R  real element of matrix Z  

1S  one side of the swap 

2S  the second side of the swap, to balance 1S  

X  imagine element of matrix Z  
V  voltage lower limit 

0V  voltage at node 0, the secondary side of the high 

voltage transformer 

LLY  the matrix obtained by removing the first row and 
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column of the nodal admittance matrix  
Z  the inverse matrix of LLY  

f  the remaining capacity of the line loadings 

f  the minimum remaining capacity of the line 

loadings after activating 1S  

p  consumption change for one swap 

'
b
j tp  conventional active power consumption 

'
b
j tq  conventional reactive power consumption 

1r  regulation price at 1t  

2r  regulation price at 2t  

s  price of a swap 

1t  the current time when there are congestions 

1t  the future time when the flexible demands need to 

recover their storage and avoid rebound effect 
  the duration of DR activating  

Variables 

x  binary variable, indicate whether the swap is 
selected  

y  binary variable, indicate whether the swap is 

selected 

Abbr. 

ADMM alternating direction method of multipliers 
BRP balance responsible party 
DR demand response 
DT dynamic tariff 
DSO distribution system operator 
DRX demand response exchange 
EV electric vehicle 
FCH flexibility clearing house 
HP heat pump 
ISO independent system operator 
LMP locational marginal price 
MILP mixed integer linear program 
OPF optimal power flow 
RP regulation price 
SOC  state of charge 
TSO transmission system operator 

I. INTRODUCTION 

N deregulated power systems, electricity prices play an 
important role to balance the production of renewable ener-

gy, such as wind power and solar power, and the consumption 
of flexible demands, such as electric vehicles (EVs) and heat 
pumps (HPs) equipped with energy storages. Both the renew-
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able energy and the flexible demands have been largely intro-
duced into the power system. This trend will continue to 
achieve independence from fossil fuels and reduce CO2 emis-
sions. Congestion management is one of the challenges that the 
system operators will face with high penetration of renewable 
energy and flexible demands. 

Congestion may occur in transmission grids and result in 
different locational prices in the locational marginal pricing 
(LMP) systems or different zonal prices in the zonal pricing 
systems. Congestion may also occur in distribution networks, 
especially when more and more distributed energy resources 
(DERs) and flexible demands are integrated at the distribution 
level.  

A. Review of Congestion Management Methods by DR 

Demand response (DR) is very promising in dealing with the 
congestion management. DR has two types, namely the 
price-based DR and the incentive-based DR. In recent research 
of congestion management at the distribution level, which is the 
focus of this paper, several methods based on the day-ahead 
market have been proposed. The distribution LMP (DLMP) 
[1]–[3] can be employed to trigger the dispatchable distributed 
generators to alleviate the congestion in heavy loaded feeders, 
while the dynamic tariff (DT) method [4]–[7] and the dynamic 
subsidy method [8] can motivate aggregators to shift the flexi-
ble demands from peak hours at specific nodes. Based on the 
dual decomposition and alternating direction method of multi-
pliers (ADMM) technique, the grid price methods [9]–[13] 
work similarly to the DT method but require iteration processes 
between the distribution system operator (DSO) and aggrega-
tors. All the aforementioned methods are prices-based DR 
programs which can be used by the DSO to solve congestions. 
They have a common feature that the final prices at congestion 
hours are higher than those without congestions; therefore, the 
flexible demands, who want to minimize the costs, will shift to 
off-peak hours and relieve the congestions. 

For the incentive-based DR, the authors of [14] has pro-
posed a coupon incentive-based congestion management 
method, and in [15], an optimal coordination and scheduling 
method via monetary incentives is proposed. Both methods 
require iterative processes to determine the final incentives and 
demand changes. Flexibility clearing house (FCH) [16]–[18] 
and a more advanced version  DR exchange (DRX) platform 
[19]–[21], aim at establish a pool-based market just for DR. All 
these incentive-based DR programs have a common feature 
that they need to clearly quantify the changes of the flexible 
demand and then reward the changes accordingly. 

As important as the congestion management in the 
day-ahead market where majority of the energy production and 
consumption is planned, the congestion management close to 
the operation time (5 to 60 minutes ahead of the operation time) 
because of the forecast error or the component failure should be 
handled by the DSO as well. This congestion management is 
referred as real-time congestion management.  

In [22], a real-time market (5 minutes ahead of the operation 
time) architecture for European electricity markets is proposed, 
where the flexible demands are programmed to be simple 

price-responsive loads. The authors of [23] has proposed a DR 
model for the real-time market. However, the real-time market 
operates independently from other markets, i.e. customers 
participating in the real-time market will not participate in the 
day-ahead market. Therefore, it will not be considered in this 
paper since we assume that the day-ahead market continues to 
be the major market in the foreseeable future. The complexity 
of employing DR for the real-time congestion management lies 
in the fact that the flexible demands have participated in the 
day-ahead market and made energy plans already. Therefore, it 
is not suitable to employ the price-based DR to motivate and 
change the flexible demands. On the other hand, the incen-
tive-based DR is naturally suitable for real-time congestion 
management because the flexible demands are rewarded by 
their ‘changes’. The changes are measured as the difference 
between the actual demands and those planed at the day-ahead 
market. 

B. Motivation 

This paper proposes a new incentive-based DR program for 
real-time congestion management and can overcome the 
drawbacks in the existing DR programs. There are two im-
portant aspects should be taken into account when designing a 
DR program for the real-time congestion management. The 
first one is the system balance, which is achieved after the 
clearing of the day-ahead market and should be maintained 
after employing any DR program henceforth because the sys-
tem balance is critical for the system security. And when there 
are system balance issues, additional costs to the DR providers 
may occur due to the settlement of the system imbalance ac-
cording to the regulation market. The second one is the rebound 
effect of the flexible demands, which can cause system balance 
issues and additional cost in future hours. The aggregators, as 
the provider of flexibility services, will not be willing to pro-
vide such services if the cost of them is not known or very 
difficult to forecast. The cost refers to the settlement of system 
imbalance and the energy cost due to the future batter-
ies/temperature recovery needs.  

Either or both of the two important aspects have not been 
studied in the existing incentive-based DR programs. For 
instance, the rebound effect is not considered in the coupon 
incentive-based DR program [14] because the intertemporal 
feature of the flexible demands isn’t considered in its model. 
The rebound effect is considered in the DR model via monetary 
incentives [15], however, the system imbalance issue and the 
associated costs are not studied.  

In both concepts, namely the FCH and DRX, it is not diffi-
cult to create a market for buying and selling DR; the difficulty 
lies in how to motivate the aggregators to participate and pro-
vide DR because it is difficult for them to estimate the cost due 
to the system balance settlement and the rebound effect. The 
rebound effect may also lead to congestions in a future time 
since the aggregators have no information of the grid condi-
tions. In addition, the market clearing of the FCH and DRX 
depends very much on the submissions of the DR bids; the 
market may not be cleared or achieve an optimal solution 
because the DR bids are not ‘smart’ enough. For instance, the 
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congestions may be located in one point of the distribution grid, 
but the DR bids are all located in other points of the grid. Too 
much burden is put on the aggregators/customers, which is not 
good for encouraging them to participate in the market. 
Therefore, this paper proposes a method from other perspec-
tives and let the DSO take the initiative since it has both the grid 
information and the ability to forecast the congestions and 
flexible demands. 

Taking into account the imbalance issue and the costs of 
providing flexibility services, this paper proposes a real-time 
congestion management method by swapping the consumption 
of the flexible demands, i.e. the EV charging/discharging and 
the HP consumption increase/decrease. In the proposed meth-
od, the ‘swap’ occurs both temporally and spatially. The spatial 
swap helps maintain the system balance and avoid the cost of 
the system imbalance settlement. For instance, a decrease of 
consumption at one node is compensated by an increase with 
the same amount at another node; as such, the system balance is 
not affected. The temporal swap can help avoid the rebound 
effect; because the flexible demands participating in the DR 
program will have the chance to restore their batteries or the 
temperature level of their households with the temporal swap. 
Taking either side of the swap and providing the DR, the ag-
gregators can be rewarded by the DSO according to the amount 
of the provided flexibility.  

The ‘buy back’ method [24] based on the regulation market 
for transmission line congestion management by the transmis-
sion system operator (TSO) is also a swap method, but it only 
exchange the consumption/generation spatially, not temporally. 
Since it is initiated by the TSO, there is no system balance 
issue. The players in the ‘buy back’ method are often large 
generators and they normally don’t have the rebound effect. 
Therefore, the situation of the congestion management by the 
TSO and  the DSO are quite different.  

The benefits of the proposed swap method are summarized 
as: (1) No system balance issue; (2) No rebound effect; (3) No 
unforeseen costs due to the system imbalance and the rebound 
effect; (4) The reward/cost for the aggregators/DSO is clear. 
The main contribution of this paper is proposing the swap 
method for real-time congestion management and the algorithm 
for forming the swaps through optimal power flow (OPF) and 
mixed integer linear programming (MILP). 

The paper is organized as follows. The Nordic electricity 
markets are described in Section II. The method of swapping 
the EV charging and HP consumption is presented in Section 
III. In Section IV, the algorithm for forming swaps is presented. 
In Section V, case studies are presented and discussed, fol-
lowed by conclusions. 

II. DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING MARKET 

In this section, the relevant electricity markets are described 
in order to analyze the cost of providing flexibility services. 
The Nordic electricity market is introduced with details, which 
represents zonal-price market prevailing in Europe. 

A. Day-ahead Market 

The day-ahead market is the most important energy market 

in the Nordic electricity market, as the majority of the electric-
ity is traded in this market. The market players submit their bids 
into a pool, and the market operator clears the market. After the 
clearance, the market players will receive the accepted bids, 
and the hourly zonal prices as well as the hourly system prices 
will be published. If there is no congestion between zones, the 
zonal prices will be equal to the system prices. 

Due to the participation of renewable energy, the electricity 
price fluctuates and is largely dependent on the weather fore-
cast. The aggregators of flexible demands should buy the 
electricity from this market to fulfil the daily consumption 
requirement of the flexible demands. 

However, any deviation from the day-ahead energy plans, 
i.e. the difference between the actual production or consump-
tion and the day-ahead schedule, will incur additional cost 
unless it is helping the system balance according to the results 
of the regulation power market. Providing flexibility services, 
if activated, will cause such deviations and therefore will be 
subject to potential additional cost, which should be taken care 
of. 

B. Intra-day Market 

The intra-day market is a bilateral contract market and is 
closed at one hour before the actual operation time. The bids 
not selected at the day-ahead market can be traded here. Market 
players can make contracts here and avoid the potential cost of 
causing system imbalance if they have failed components or 
inaccurate forecast and need balance help from other partici-
pants. Due to the limited capacity and lifetime of storage sys-
tems of flexible demands, the flexibility services are not suita-
ble to be traded here. 

C. Regulating Power Market 

The regulating power market is an auction market managed 
by the transmission system operator (TSO) where the up reg-
ulation (increase production or reduce consumption with dura-
tion of e.g. 30~60 minutes) and the down regulation (decrease 
production or increase consumption) are separated. The market 
is closed at 45 minutes before the operation time and the bids 
cannot be modified (price and quantity) after the closure. 

The bids are activated in a sequence according to their 
prices. For a given hour, the up regulation price (RP) is set as 
the last activated up regulation bid and the down RP is set as the 
last activated down regulation bid. It is possible that both up 
regulation bids and down regulation bids are activated; then a 
common RP is determined to be one of the up and down regu-
lation price depending on the net effect of the total up and down 
regulation power. For instance, if the net effect of the total 
regulation power is up regulation, the common regulation price 
is determined to be the up regulation price. In this case, all the 
up regulation bids are settled at the common RP while all the 
down regulation bids are settled by pay-as-bid. 

The imbalance of each balance responsible party (BRP), i.e. 
the difference between the metered data and the scheduled or 
notified plan resulting from spot market and regulating market, 
will be settled after the operation time. The imbalance that 
contributes to the system total imbalance will be settled at the 
common RP, and the imbalance that is in the opposite direction 



 
 
of the system total imbalance will be settled at the day-ahead 
spot price. This settlement method is referred as two-price 
settlement. If one-price settlement applies, the imbalance is 
always settled at the common RP.  

Aggregators of flexible demands can participate in the reg-
ulating power market, however, it is suggested that the bids 
should be checked by the DSO to ensure the security of the 
distribution networks before submitted to the regulating power 
market. 

D. Ancillary Service Market 

Ancillary services, including primary reserve, secondary 
reserve, manual reserve, and black-start capacity, are traded in 
this market. EVs are believed to be a good source for providing 
ancillary services due to the ability of quick response. Bids 
from the aggregators should be first checked by the DSO to 
ensure the security of the distribution networks. 

E. Other Types of Market 

In section II.A-D, the zonal price market has been described 
with details. Employing swap for real-time congestion man-
agement is not only suitable for zonal price markets, but also 
suitable for single price markets, e.g. regulated electricity 
market in China, and the nodal price markets, e.g. many mar-
kets in North America. The technical issues of using swaps, e.g. 
the limitation of distribution networks and transmission net-
works, are the same for the three types of markets. The eco-
nomic issues, i.e. the settlements of the swaps, will depend on 
the types of the markets. This will be further illustrated in case 
studies in subsection V.B. More detailed discussion of em-
ploying the swap method in single price markets or the nodal 
price markets will be carried out in our future work. 

III. METHOD OF SWAPPING 

Flexibility services, e.g. charging/discharging batteries of 
EVs and increasing/decreasing consumption of HPs, can be 
employed to resolve congestions in distribution networks. 
However, it must be done with the coordination of the relevant 
electricity markets, such as day-ahead spot market, regulating 
power market, and ancillary services market, such that the 
settlement rules of these markets are considered and the power 
system security/balance is ensured. In this section, the proposed 
method of swapping EV or HP consumption is described, 
which can help the aggregators provide flexibility services 
without causing system imbalance and at the same time avoid 
additional cost in the settlement of other associated markets. 

A. Swap within One DSO 

If the congestion is not at the connection point of the dis-
tribution network to the transmission grid, it is possible that the 
congestion can be resolved by a swap within the same DSO.  

One side of a swap ( 1S ) offered by the DSO can be defined 

as, 

1 1 1 2: { | }, , , ,jS LP j t p t p   , 

where set 1{ | }jLP j represents the joint of load points 

where the flexibility service is needed, 1t is the time period 

(when and how long) that the flexibility is needed, p means a 

consumption decrease with the total amount p , 2t is the time 

period that the opposite flexibility is needed, p means a 

consumption increase with the total amount p , which is the 

opposite flexibility. The opposite flexibility is to give the 
aggregator a chance to restore the storage system associated 
with the flexibility, e.g. maintain the state of charge (SOC) 
level of the batteries of EVs. 

The other side of the swap ( 2S ) is defined as, 

2 2 1 2: { | }, , , ,jS LP j t p t p   , 

which means a consumption increase of the total amount p is 

needed at 1t and a consumption decrease of the total amount p

is needed at 2t at any or a joint of the load points in 

2{ | }jLP j . One aggregator can take one side of a swap and 

the other aggregator can take the other side. It is allowed that 
one aggregator takes both sides of a swap as long as it has the 
capacity of the required flexibility service. 

Without losing generality, a distribution network (Fig. 1) 
from the Roy Billinton Test System (RBTS) [25] is employed 
to illustrate how the swap method can be used to handle re-
al-time congestions in distribution networks. For instance, the 
DSO finds that there will be congestion, e.g. overloading by p , 

in 15 minutes at line L3 at Feeder 1, and the congestion will last 
for 30 minutes. The time information ( 1t ) is written as “hour: 

minute, duration in minutes”, i.e. “18:00, 30”. By forecast, the 
DSO finds that there is enough free capacity of line L1 and the 
other feeders at 1t . The DSO also finds that there is enough free 

capacity at 2t to perform the opposite flexibility. Then, it will 

raise an offer requesting a consumption decrease, written as, 

1 2 7 1 2:{ }, , , ,S LP t p t p   . 
At the same time, it will raise an opposite offer requesting a 

consumption increase, written as, 

2 1 11 38 1 2:{ , }, , , ,S LP LP t p t p   . 
The two offers form a swap. If both offers are taken by the 

aggregators, the congestion at L3 can be solved. It can be seen 
that the net change of consumption is zero at both 1t and 2t , 

implying that the system balance is not influenced by the acti-
vation of the flexibility services. 

The economics of the above swap is analyzed as follows. 
Firstly, the imbalance settlement described in section II.C is 
analyzed. Assume that the one-price settlement is applied and 
the regulation prices at 1t and 2t are 1r and 2r , respectively. The 

first aggregator ( 1A ), who takes 1S , should pay: 1 2( )p r r  , 

while the second aggregator ( 2A ), who takes 2S , should pay: 

1 2( )p r r   , where  is the duration of the swap. As a whole, 

the two aggregators do not pay anything to the independent 
system operator (ISO) or TSO due to the imbalance. But one 
aggregator needs to pay another. However, it is assumed that 
the aggregators have a special agreement with the DSO that no 
one would have profit or loss due to the settlement of imbalance 
resulting from the swap. Hence, with this special agreement, 
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the aggregators pay zero in the imbalance settlement. The DSO 
will help to neutralize the profit or loss of the aggregators either 
by notifying the ISO such that the two aggregators need not to 
be involved in the imbalance settlement or by collecting profit 
from one aggregator and covering the loss of another. 

Secondly, the settlement of the swap is analyzed. Assume 
that the price of the swap offered by the DSO is s . Both 1A  and 

2A will receive the payment from DSO by the amount p s , 

which is the profit from providing flexibility services. It should 
be noted that either side of the swap can be shared by several 
aggregators if one aggregator does not have enough flexibilities 
and the profit will be shared accordingly. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Single line diagram of the distribution network 

 

B. System-wide Swap 

If there is not enough free capacity to implement 2S  inside 

the same distribution network which faces congestion issue 
identified by the DSO, denoted as 1D , it will need to seek help 

from other DSOs and the TSO. If a neighboring DSO is able to 
help 1D , the transmission limitation between different price 

zones does not need to be considered; otherwise, it needs to 
apply from relevant TSOs for the transmission capacity, which 
is free to use within the limitation, and seek the help from a 
remote DSO. In either case, if the requested free capacity to 
implement 2S  is identified in one or several other distribution 

networks, the system-wide swap can be formed, with 1S im-

plemented in the distribution network of 1D . The settlement of 

the system-wide swap is similar to the swap within one DSO 
since the help from the other DSOs and the TSO is “free”. 

C. Procedure of Swap Market 

The concept of the swap market is shown in Fig. 2. “Swap” 
is a form of flexibility service proposed in this paper to solve 
real-time congestions without causing imbalance to the trans-
mission network. The procedure is described below. 

1) The DSO identifies the congestion problem within its 
network with at least 5 minutes in advance, such that there is 
enough time to set up a swap market. 

2) The DSO identifies the free capacity to implement 1S

within its network. 
3) The DSO identifies the free capacity to implement 2S

within its network; if not successful, it will ask help from a 
neighboring DSO; if not successful, it will ask help from a 
remote DSO within the allowed transmission capacity verified 
by the TSO. 

4) If the free capacity to implement both 1S and 2S is found, 

the swap can be formed and published to the swap market by 
the DSO. 

5) The aggregators can take the either side of the swap or 
both according to their flexibility service capacity. 

6) The DSO confirms that both sides of the swap are taken 
by aggregators; otherwise, it will cancel the swap. 

7) The aggregators implement 1S or 2S at the operation time. 

8) The DSO settles the swap. 
 

 
Fig. 2. Concept of the swap market 

IV. ALGORITHM FOR FORMING SWAP 

In this section, an algorithm for forming the swap is pro-
posed. As shown in section III.A, among the other parameters 
of the swap, the congestion time 1t is identified by the DSO at 

first; otherwise, there is no need of swap. The amount of the 
exchange power p is standardized to a fixed number, e.g. 100 

kW or 50 kW, to ease the programming. The size of the 
standardized exchange power is chosen such that the aggrega-
tors are easy to manage their flexible demands to provide the 
DR. The case with non-standardized p can be derived from the 

standardized case. The time of the swap, e.g. 1t and 2t , is 

indexed with a fixed duration, e.g. 30 minutes. The set of the 
time periods that the algorithm will search is denoted as 

{1,2,3,... }n  and 1 1t  . The goal of the algorithm is to 

identify the suitable load points and 2t . The steps of the algo-

rithm are presented as follows. 
1) Step 1: Generate multiple solutions that can alleviate the 

congestion 
In order to maximize the chance of the participation from the 

aggregators, it is desirable to have as many suitable load points 
as possible in 1S . Employ the following OPF, a MILP problem, 

to search for a feasible solution that can alleviate the identified 
congestion. 
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In OPF1,  is the set of swaps (one swap has a standardized 

exchange power p ),  is the set of nodes, x is the indicator 

of whether the load point is selected, D is the power transfer 
distribution factor (PTDF), f is the remaining capacity of the 

line loadings (negative means the corresponding line is over-
loaded).  

Parameters 'jjR and 'jjX are the real and imagine parts of 

the elements in matrix Z . Matrix Z is the inverse matrix of the 
partial nodal admittance matrix LLY , which is a submatrix of 

the admittance matrix of the distribution network, 
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The objective function (1) is to minimize the total number of 
swaps, which is also to minimize the cost of the swaps, since 
the cost of a standardized swap is fixed. Constraints (2)-(3) are 
power flow constraints, noticing that the swap is to reduce 
power at 1t and to increase power at 2t . Constraint (4) calcu-

lates voltage according to an approximation method proposed 
in [26] and tested in [8]. Constraint (5) means that only one load 
point is selected in one swap. Constraint (6) means that the 
power increase is the same as the power decrease at the same 
load point, which is the idea of the swap. 

After solving OPF1, a solution is found. The solution tells 
how many swaps are needed. For instance, the DSO is willing 
to use a maximum of 10 swaps to solve the congestion by 
defining {1,2,...,10} . If the solution has an objective value 

2, it means that it only needs two swaps to solve the congestion. 
The solution also tells a candidate 1S with e.g. two swaps: 

1

(1) (1)
1 2{ ,1, , , }jS LP p t p    and 

2

(2) (2)
1 2{ ,1, , , }jS LP p t p   . 

Due to the symmetry of OPF1, the order of (1)
1S and (2)

1S does 

not matter. 
Then exclude the above solution by adding new constraints 

to OPF1, e.g. if add new constraint ' ' ' '' '' '' 1i j t i j tx x  , then 

' ' 'i j tx  and '' '' ''i j tx cannot be one at the same time. Solve OPF1 

again and find a new solution if any. Repeat the procedure till 
there is no new solution or the objective value starts to increase 
or the total number of solutions reaches a predefined number, 
e.g. 100.  

2) Step 2: Select 2t  

Theoretically, one side of the swap, 1S , can be formed as a 

group of all optimal solutions found in Step 1. For instance, if 
two swaps are needed to solve the congestion, the form can be, 

 

(1) '
1 1 1 2

''
3 1 2

'''
11 1 2

{ , , , , ;

, , , , ;

, , , , ;...}

S LP t p t p

LP t p t p

LP t p t p

 





,  

 

(2) *
1 2 1 2

**
2 1 2

***
7 1 2

{ , , , , ;

, , , , ;

, , , , ;...}

S LP t p t p

LP t p t p

LP t p t p

 





.  

However, in order to reduce the complexity of forming 2S , 

the optimal solutions are further refined. To do so, 2t is identi-

fied as an unordered n -tuple ( n is the optimal value of OPF1) 
which has the maximum appearance in all optimal solutions 
found in Step 1. Form 1S as the group of the optimal solutions 

having the selected 2t and drop the rest of the optimal solutions. 

For instance, if ' '' '''
2 2 2t t t  and * ** ***

2 2 2t t t  , then ' *
2 2( , )t t is 

such 2-tuple having maximum appearance. In this way, the 
form of the 1S can be merged and simplified as, 

 (1) '
1 1,3 1 2{ , , , , }S LP t p t p  ,  

 (2) *
1 2 1 2{ , , , , ;}S LP t p t p  .  

 
3) Step 3: Form 

2S  

Employ the following OPF with a dummy objective func-
tion to find a candidate 2S . 

 
OPF2: min  0  (7) 
Subject to, 

 
*,

, 1j ijt t

i j

pD y f t
 

  
 

 (8) 

 
*

*

,

, 1,j ijt t

i j

pD y f t t
 

    
 

  (9) 

 *

*
0 ' ' ' ' '2

0 '

1
(1 (( ) )) ,

, 1

b b
j t ij t jj j t jj

j i

V p p y R q X V
V

j t

 

   

  

 
 



 (10) 

 *1, , 1ijt
j

y i t


  


  (11) 

 ( )
2

*
1, ,i ijijt

y y i j     (12) 

{0,1}y  

In OPF2, *   is the set of active swaps according to 1S , 
*   is the set of active time periods according to 2t in 1S , 
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y indicates whether the load point is selected in the swap, f is 

the minimum remaining capacity of the line loadings after 
activating 1S (as shown in Steps 1 and 2, 1S has a group of 

selected candidates). 
Constraints (8)-(9) are power flow constraints. Constraint 

(10) is from voltage limits. Constraint (11) means that the 
number of selected load point is precisely one in one active 
swap. Constraint (12) is to match 2t in 2S and 1S such that the 

system balance is maintained. 
Similar to Step 1, after finding one candidate 2S , exclude the 

solution by adding new constraints to OPF2 and find new 
candidates. Repeat till there is no feasible solution or the 
number of candidates reaches a predefined number. In this way, 

2S is formed as the group of all possible candidates. 

If there are not enough candidates within one DSO to form 

2S  or it fails to attract the aggregators to take the formed 2S , the 

DSO should send a request to other DSOs. The other DSO can 
also employ OPF2 to find candidates and then form 2S within 

its distribution network. 

V. CASE STUDY 

Case studies have been carried out using the distribution 
network shown in Fig. 1. Parameters of feeder 1, where the 
congestion occurs, are listed in Tables I and II. The EV avail-
ability, implying EV is parked at home and connected, is shown 
in Fig. 3, which is from the driving pattern study in [27]. As-
sume each household has one EV and one HP. It is a typical 
winter day and almost all HPs are running. 

 
TABLE I 

LOAD POINT DATA 
 

load 
points 

customer 
type 

peak conv. 
load per 

point (kW) 

number of 
customers 
per point 

LP1-LP4 residential 886.9 200 

LP5 residential 813.7 200 

LP6,LP7 commercial 671.4 10 
 
 

TABLE II 
KEY PARAMETERS OF THE CASE STUDY 

 

parameter value 

EV battery size 25 kWh 

Peak charging power 11 kW (3 phase) 

Energy consumption per km 150 Wh/km 

Minimum SOC 20% 

Maximum SOC 85% 

price of swap 2  DKK/kWh 

L2 limitation 1400 kW 

L3 limitation 7000 kW 

L4 limitation 1700 kW 

 

 
Fig. 3. EV availability 

 
It is assumed that the line loadings resulting from the 

day-ahead planning, including conventional load, EV load and 
HP load, are respecting the line loading limits as shown in Fig. 
4. The peak conventional consumption of residential customers 
occurs at 18:00 when people come home and start cooking or 
using other appliances (shown in Fig. 4). 

 
Fig. 4. Line loading resulting from the day-ahead planning  

 
Two cases are presented in the following two subsections. 

One case illustrates the fundamental idea of the swap method 
using a straightforward example, where the stakeholders of the 
swap are all in one distribution network. The second case has a 
rather complicated situation, where a remote DSO and remote 
aggregators are involved. In this case, the algorithm of forming 
the swaps is employed. 

A. Case one 

As approaching the real operation time, e.g. 18:00, the DSO 
finds that there will be a overloading of L2 by the amount of 
100 kW and the overloading will last for 30 minutes due to a 
wrong forecast, e.g. the conventional consumption will be more 
than the day-ahead forecast, or a loss of generation from a wind 
power generator. The forecast line loadings are shown in Fig. 5, 
where each period has 30 minutes and there are 12 periods in 
total. The DSO has to solve the congestion and it considers 
buying flexibility services from the aggregators since they are 
managing a large number of EVs and HPs in this distribution 
network. 

As it is a simple case, the DSO finds out by observation that 
it needs a reduction of consumption at 18:00 by 100 kW on L2 
and an increase of consumption at 22:00 by the same amount, 
because the flexibility services need to restore their batteries or 
household temperatures and there are enough free capacity at 
22:00 on L2 as shown in Fig. 5. The DSO observes that there is 



 
 
enough free capacity of other lines of feeder 1 and all lines of 
other feeders to implement 2S . Hence a swap can be formed 

within this distribution network, which is (the standardized 
exchange power is assumed to be 100 kW in the case study, see 
the beginning of Section IV): 

1 1:{ },(18 : 00,30), 100,(22 : 00,30), 100S LP   , 
and, 

2 2 7 11 38:{ , },(18 : 00,30), 100,(22 : 00,30), 100S LP LP    . 
 

 
Fig. 5 Forecasted line loadings when close to the operating time 

 
Because of the high HP availability indicated by high HP 

consumption as shown in Fig. 5, there is an aggregator taking 
both sides of the swap. After the confirmation of the swap from 
the DSO, the aggregator can activate the swap at the operation 
time. The aggregator will reduce HP consumption at LP1, 
which will result a reduction of consumption of L2. At the same 
time, the aggregator will increase HP consumption at LP2 in 
order to activate 2S  and maintain the system balance. Similarly, 

at 22:00, the aggregator will increase the HP consumption at 
LP1 to recover the household temperature. At the same time, 
the aggregator will reduce HP consumption at LP2 to maintain 
the system balance. The line loadings of L2, L3 and L4 after 
activating the swap are shown in Fig. 6, from which it can be 
seen that the congestion is solved. 

 

 
Fig. 6 Line loadings after activating swaps by HP DR 

 

It is also possible to solve the congestion by the EV DR. For 
instance, assume that an EV aggregator is willing to accept the 
swaps. Because there is no EV consumption at 18:00 or 22:00, 
it is necessary to feed power back to the grid by discharging the 
battery (V2G), which has the same effect as reducing con-
sumption of the HP. The line loadings of L2, L3 and L4 after 
activating the EV DR are shown in Fig. 7, from which it can be 
seen that the congestion is solved. The EV loading of L2 at 
18:00 and the EV loadings of L3 and L4 at 22:00 are negative, 
which means that they discharge their batteries. 

 
Fig. 7. Line loadings after activating swaps by EV DR 

 
With either the HP DR or the EV DR, the swap is settled by 

a payment made by the DSO with the amount 
2 2 100 0.5 2 200p s      DKK. The aggregator makes a 

profit of 200 DKK in this case by providing flexibility services 
to solve the congestions in the distribution network.  

If the FCH or DRX method is employed instead of the swap 
method, the DSO will just buy a DR to reduce the consumption 
at the congestion node. The DSO will not buy a DR to increase 
the consumption and maintain the system balance since the 
DSO is not responsible for it. In addition, the DR providers will 
need to consume more power in a future time, which will cause 
many economic and technical uncertainties to both the system 
operators and the DR providers. 

B. Case Two 

In Case Two, the algorithm for forming swaps is tested and 
the swap settlement involving remote DSO is considered. The 
DSO makes a forecast before 18:00 and the forecasted line 
loadings are shown in Fig. 8. Both L3 and L4 are overloaded: 
L3 is overload by 150 kW and L4 is overloaded by 60 kW. 
Because one swap has a standard 100 kW power exchange 
capacity (assumption), multiple swaps are employed. The 
algorithm of forming the swaps consists of three steps. 

Step 1: OPF1 is employed to search for the first candidate 
load points and 2t . The minimum number of swaps is two, 

denoted as (1)
1S and (2)

1S , after solving OPF1. Then exclude the 

candidate and search for all other candidates. In the end, in total 
100 candidates are found after 100 iterations. The algorithm is 
implemented in General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) 
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[28], and the CPU (a laptop intel i5 4-core CPU) time is rec-
orded and shown in Fig. 9. The total time is about 35 seconds. 

 
Fig. 8 The forecast line loadings when close to 18:00  

 

 
Fig. 9. CPU elapsed time for forming one side of the swap 

 
 Step 2: Observing all candidates, it is found that 20:00 and 

20:30 are good time periods for consumption increase and load 
points 2~5 are suitable for activating 1S . And LP2 must be in 

one of the two swaps. To simplify the business between the 

DSO and the aggregators, the DSO decides to fix LP2 in (1)
1S

with 2t =20:00. All the actions in this step can be done by 

designing a searching program, but it is not included in this 
paper for brevity. 

Hence, one side of the two swaps are formed as, 
(1)
1 2:{ }, (18 : 00,30), 100,(20 : 00,30), 100S LP   , 

and, 
(2)
1 2 5: { },(18 : 00,30), 100,(20 : 30,30), 100S LP    . 

Step 3: In order to form 2S , the DSO solves OPF2. It can be 

seen from Fig. 8 that there is no free capacity on L2 at 18:00. 
Assume that there is no free capacity on other feeder either. 
Therefore, OPF2 returns no feasible candidate. The CPU time 
of solving OPF2 is at the same level of solving OPF1 due to 
similar complexity; therefore, the total time for forming the 
swap is about 1 minute to several minutes and suitable for 
real-time congestion management. 

The DSO will then broadcast a request to neighboring and/or 
remote DSOs. The request can be, 

(1)
2 :{ },(18 : 00,30), 100,(20 : 00,30), 100S LP   , 

and, 
(2)
2 : { },(18 : 00,30), 100,(20 : 30,30), 100S LP   . 

Assume that there are a number of DSOs that have enough 
free capacity to implement 2S . They send the information to the 

DSO with congestion and the TSO. The TSO validates the 
technical limit of the transmission lines and rejects some can-
didate DSOs. The remaining DSOs will broadcast 2S to attract 

potential interested aggregators in their own networks. 
Finally, assume that one aggregator takes 1S and another 

aggregator takes 2S . The line loadings of the local distribution 

network after activating 1S  are shown in Fig. 10, where there is 

no congestion. The line loadings of the remote distribution 
network after activating 2S are also respecting the limits of the 

corresponding network. 

 
Fig. 10. Expected line loadings after activating S1 

 
The settlement of the two swaps depends on the market 

setup: single price market, zonal price market or nodal price 
market. For the single price market, the settlement will be the 
same as the situation in case one, i.e. the DSO should pay the 
two aggregators according to the swap price and the number of 
the swaps taken by the aggregators. For the nodal price market, 
the DSO should not only pay the cost of the swap as for the 
single price market, but also need to cover the possible losses 
due to different energy prices at 1t and 2t . For instance, assume 

that the first aggregator has a profit/loss 1a  due to activating 

1S  and the second aggregator has a profit/loss 2a . Then the 

DSO needs to pay 1 2max(0, )a a   to the two aggregators. 

This means if the two aggregators have a net loss, it will be 
covered by the DSO. But if the two aggregators have a net 
profit, one of the aggregators can keep the net profit. 

For the zonal price market, if the neighboring/remote dis-
tribution network is within the same price zone with the local 
distribution network, the settlement will be the same as in the 
single price market. Otherwise, the settlement will be the same 
as in the nodal price market. 



 
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes a real-time congestion management 
method by swap of EV charging and HP consumption. By 
reducing consumption at the congestion points while increasing 
the same amount of consumption at other points, the total 
power balance is maintained and the congestion can be solved. 
There is no rebound issue because the reverse consumption in a 
predefined future time is allowed by the swap to recover the 
batteries of EVs or household temperatures. The settlement of 
the swap is the payment made by the DSO based on the price of 
the swap, and the amount and duration of power being acti-
vated. The cost or profit resulting from the regulation power 
market is neutralized by a special agreement made between the 
DSO and aggregators. In the future work, the energy losses of 
the EVs and HPs due to the swap activating, and the transmis-
sion line losses due to the swap activating with a remote DSO 
will be studied. 
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